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D: A Cool Trick for Next-generation Computational Imaging

Abstract1

The abstract is a summary of the paper and the main findings.2

Briefly outline what you are doing, what the specific problem is3

you are trying to solve, how your approach is different from pre-4

vious approaches, what the key idea of your approach is, and what5

difference your approach makes for the outlined problem.6

Keywords: computational imaging, computational displays7

1 Introduction8

Set context Throughout the last few years, technology X has9

emerged and it is starting to make a significant impact. Here are10

a whole bunch of applications for technology X to make sure the11

reader understands just how important this technology is. Now12

mention what is at the core of this technology (of course that’s the13

small part of the bigger thing that you’re actually working on; this14

will provide the transition to the next paragraph). Goal of this para-15

graph: start broad and big, then narrow it down to your specific16

topic. Heilmeier questions that should be answered: what are you17

doing? why is it important?18

Problem statement The current generation of technology X19

works like this (explain the fundamental working principle of tech-20

nology X’s core) [Campbell and G 1960]. Although this is a really21

successful principle, it also has severe shortcomings in many appli-22

cations [Fincham 1951; Toates 1972]. Now emphasize the problem23

and make it absolutely clear, use a few references here. This prob-24

lem has been address in the past by approaches that can be clas-25

sified as doing A [Sweeney et al. 2014; Tsuetaki and Schor 1987;26

Kooi and Toet 2004], B [Heron et al. 2001; Waldkirch et al. 2004;27

Melzer 1998], or C [Sugihara and Miyasato 1998; Dolgoff 1997].28

Unfortunately, due to some reason that should be described here,29

none of these approaches really solve the problem. Goal of this30

paragraph (can also split into two): identify the problem in an ab-31

solutely clear way (if the reader misses this, they won’t get the point32

of your paper), give a quick overview of how people have addressed33

it. Heilmeier question that should be answered: what is the problem34

with current practice?35

Proposed approach In this paper, we propose a new approach,36

called D. Based on a really clever insight and on some other tech-37

nology components that just became available now (so prior work38

couldn’t have possibly done this), we introduce a new approach, to39

address the core problem of technology X. Figure ?? shows you in40

detail what the device is that we built, what the best result is that we41

got, and it also shows you the magic behind the trick. If it is still42

not clear how it works, we illustrate how it works again in Figure 1,43

our clever insight is really easy to understand – just look at the fig-44

ure. Yes, you may have heard of this approach before, because it45

is commonly used in a few other fields, like medical imaging, time46

travel, and rocket science. However, we are the first to make the47

connection to technology X and thoroughly evaluate it in that con-48

text. The benefits of using D for X are that we can do things no49

other approach was able to do, and that we are better at whatever50

approaches A, B, and C do (see Fig. 2) (don’t get carried away here,51

stay calm and make sure all arguments have appropriate references52

cited and are really true - keep in mind that your reviewers are most53

likely the authors of these papers, so don’t insult their work!). Goal54

of this paragraph: give really intuitive insight in your approach,55

give an overview of why it’s better than or different from other ap-56

proaches and all the cool things you can do with that. Heilmeier57

questions that should be answered: how does your approach work?58

how does it compare to current practice?59

Impact Now talk more about the potential impact of your ap-60

proach and also address how this could be useful for other, non-61

obvious things. Try to draw connections to other areas in graphics62

and interactive techniques. Make it relevant for the audience (i.e.63

specific reviewers). Goal of this paragraph: help reader under-64

stand why they should care and why they should accepted it to SIG-65

GRAPH now (and not later). Heilmeier questions that should be66

answered: what difference will it make? why should the reviewer67

care? also, your paper is probably not perfect, so why should the68

reviewer accept it now and not tell you to make it better and come69

back next year?70

Contributions Here’s a quick summary of the paper. In particu-71

lar, we make the following contributions: Goal of this paragraph:72

help reviewer identify the contributions73

• We introduce approach D as a new way of addressing the74

problem of technology X.75

• We analyze this approach and show that it is better, faster, and76

easier that previous approaches.77

• We build a prototype device to verify this approach and78

demonstrate its practical benefits.79

• We evaluate approach D with a large-scale user study.80

1.1 Overview of Limitations81

The reviewer may have a few doubts already: “but wouldn’t it fail in82

situation . . .”? Do not wait until the end of the paper to address ob-83

vious concerns, because the reviewers will have those in the back84

of their heads while they are reading through the paper. Best ad-85

dress obvious concerns early on to free the reviewer’s mind and let86

them enjoy the rest of the paper. This doesn’t have to be long and87

is not necessary for all papers, but can be very helpful. Goal of this88

paragraph: address possible concerns early on89

2 Related Work90

Since the invention of the stereoscope in the 1830s [Wheatstone91

1838], significant progress has been made towards making technol-92

ogy X digital and interactive [Sutherland 1968] (cite some more).93

With the rise of cellphone technology, high-resolution and inex-94

pensive microdisplays have become available as have low-latency95

inertial measurements units. Together, these developments have led96

to technology X being practical now. Goal of this paragraph: give97

a bit of a historical context of how the field has evolved to what it is98

today.99

Yet, engineering challenges remain. In particular, technology X re-100

quires a vast amount of data that needs to be processed and power101

consumption along with large device form factors prevent are pro-102

hibitive for wearable computing applications. Whereas the latter103

properties are constantly being improved by the industry, data pro-104

cessing has been an active area of research in the academic commu-105

nity. Generally, approaches to tackle the problem can be classified106

into approaches A, B, and C. Goal of this paragraph: tell reader107
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Figure 1: Here is an intuitive explanation of how the proposed
approach works.

Figure 2: Here is how the proposed approach compares to previews
work and why it is unique/better/faster/easier.

that there are many problems, but why you picked the one you did.108

Quick overview of categories of approaches.109

Approach A is successful because of many reasons. For example,110

Sweeney et al. [2014] were the first to make a really cool insight111

and Tsuetaki and Schor [1987] verified Sweeney’s theory with ex-112

perimental proof. The last approach along these lines was recently113

described by Kooi et al. [2004] and that’s the state of the art for114

category A. The approach proposed here builds on ideas related to115

category A, but because all of these approaches do not consider a116

special case scenario that is really important for technology X, we117

follow a different school of thought. Goal of this paragraph: sum-118

marize category A with all important papers. Tell the reader how119

your approach is similar to but different from this category and why120

that’s a better way of doing it.121

We are not the first to consider this special case. [Heron et al. 2001;122

Waldkirch et al. 2004; Melzer 1998] have all described approaches123

that use a similar insight. (describe them in more detail) However,124

they missed something important. We make the insight that a criti-125

cal piece of the algorithm is missing and demonstrate that this miss-126

ing piece – D – is actually commonly used in medical imaging, time127

travel, and rocket science. Here, we show how to apply D to tech-128

nology X and how it can significantly improve it in many ways.129

Goal of this paragraph: describe the set of approaches closest to130

yours in your area. But then make it clear how your approach is131

different, potentially borrowing ideas from other fields.132

Approach D is commonly used in medical imaging like com-133

puterized tomography, magnetic resonance imaging, and ultra-134

sound [Marran and Schor 1997] (cite a textbook or some compre-135

hensive reference here). In addition, time travel and rocket science136

also use these ideas in a very specific way that should be described137

here. Overall, D has proven to be a robust approach to solving the138

problem that it solves and our goal is to bring these insights to tech-139

nology x.140

This section should be full of references. It’s really important to141

categorize them and discuss these categories in detail. It’s also im-142

portant to identify the one paper or category of approaches that is143

closest to yours and describe that in detail. You always want to144

draw a connection between what you do and what each category145

does at the end of each paragraph so provide smooth transitions to146

the next paragraph. There should be a logical flow between para-147

graphs.148
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3 Math / Theory / System149

This section introduces the mathematical foundations of D or if it’s150

a systems paper this section introduces the system and all its com-151

ponents or the theory that your D is based on. If you have a math-152

oriented imaging paper, oftentimes it makes sense to structure this153

section into 2-3 parts: image formation, inverse method, and some-154

thing else.155

Always great to include an illustration here that makes it easy for156

the reader to understand what all the mathematical symbols are.157

Or you could go into more detail for individual parts of your system158

with a little figure. If you have some algorithm, include pseudo code159

to make it more reproducible!160

3.1 Image Formation161

Here, we will start with some equation that is intuitive for the reader162

and then build on that.163

The resolution of diffraction-limited imaging systems is governed164

by Abbe’s diffraction limit [Born and wolf 1997]. Light of wave-165

length λ, traveling in a medium with refractive index n and con-166

verging to a spot with angle θ will make a spot with radius167

d =
λ

2nsinθ
. (1)

The denominator n sin θ is called the numerical aperture (NA). The168

spread of the diffraction-limited point spread function (PSF) ρ is169

approximated by the diameter of the first null of the Airy disk d/2.170

An captured image b is then modeled by the convolution of the171

PSF and the object o. In fluorescence microscopy, the illumination172

pattern s exciting the fluorescent object must be taken into account,173

resulting in174

b = ρ ∗ (o · s) , (2)

where ∗ represents a convolution and · is the Hadamard product175

(i.e., element-wise multiplication).176

In the following, we consider an optical apparatus where multiple177

images bi are recorded of the same object but changing illumina-178

tion patterns. In particular, we focus on speckle-based illumination179

patterns that are created by a diascopic (transmitted) where a co-180

herent source illuminates a thin diffuser that is mounted at a small181

distance below the object (see Figure 3). In successively captured182

images i = 1 . . . N , the light source is laterally shifted by a small183

amount. Due to the memory effort [], the resulting speckle pattern184

on the object is a shifted. We denote the deformation between a ref-185

erence speckle pattern s of the light source in the center and some186

shifted version of it as the transport operator Ti (s), such that image187

i is given as188

bi = ρ ∗ (o · Ti (s)) . (3)

3.2 Inverse Methods189

Now we either discretize the image formation (or we already did190

that at the end of the last subsection), and we talk about how we191

develop and objective function around this discrete model. Then we192

propose some way of solving the objective.193

The goal is now to estimate both the high-resolution object and the194

unknown speckle illumination pattern from a sequence of measure-195

ments. For this purpose, we discretize all variables and form the196

following objective function197

minimize
{o,s}

J (o, s) =
∑N

i=1
1
2
‖bi −P (o · Ti (s))‖22

subject to 0 ≤ o, s
(4)

Figure 3: Here’s an intuitive illustration of all quantities used in
the equations.

Here, bi,o, s ∈ RM
+ where M is the number of sensor pixels.

Without loss of generality, we write the discrete convolution with ρ
as a product with matrix P ∈ RM×M . To solve the objective, we
derive the gradient of J (o, s) with respect to o and s as

∂J

∂o
=

(
N∑
i=1

ST
i P

TPSi

)
o−

N∑
i=1

ST
i P

Tbi

∂J

∂s
=

(
N∑
i=1

TT
i O

TPTPOTi

)
s−

N∑
i=1

TT
i O

TPTbi. (5)

In this formulation, the diagonal matrices O ∈ RM×M and Si ∈198

RM×M contain o and Ti (s) on their diagonals, respectively. The199

matrix Ti ∈ RM×M encodes the transform Ti. Although Equa-200

tion 4 is not convex, it is bi-convex, i.e., by fixing either o or s,201

the formulation is convex with respect to the other variable. There-202

fore, we can employ an alternating least-squares scheme where we203

initialize o and s with some random guess and then iteratively204

updating them in an alternating fashion. This update scheme is205

shown in Algorithm 1 and each of the individual steps can be con-206

veniently solved with any non-negative least squares solver; we207

use the sparse, constrained, large-scale trust region method imple-208

mented in MATLAB’s lsqlin function [Coleman and Li 1996].209

Algorithm 1 Alternating Least Squares

1: function [o, s] = ALS (o, s)
2: for each iteration
3: o←arg min

{0<o}

(∑N
i=1 S

T
i P

TPSi

)
o−

∑N
i=1 S

T
i P

Tbi

4:
5: s←arg min

{0<s}

(∑N
i=1 T

T
i O

TPTPOTi

)
s−
∑N

i=1 T
T
i O

TPTbi

6:
7: end
8: end

3.3 Bounds on Resolution210

If this is a general imaging paper, we now know how to recover the211

info we want from our measurements. So it may be good to either212
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derive some fundamental performance bounds here or talk about213

optimizing the optical setup for this algorithm.214

Here, we derive a bound on the fundamental limits of resolution215

improvement of speckle-based coded illumination fluorescence mi-216

croscopy. It is well known that structured illumination microscopy217

(SIM) can improve the resolution of an object by a factor of 2×218

compared to the diffraction limit [Gustafsson 2000]. This limit,219

however, is based on the assumption that that the condenser lens of220

the illumination has the same NA as the detection objective. While221

this is assumption makes sense for many applications, we advocate222

for random speckle illumination. There is something fundamentally223

different in the image formation here that changes the224

d =
λ

2nφ (ξ) sinθ
. (6)

We see that the resolution in the proposed system is controlled by225

some optical parameter that is expressed as φ (ξ). In theory, the226

resolution of fluorescence samples could be improved by a factor227

of 100× over the diffraction limit while providing a field of view228

comparable to that of the detection objective. We analyze these229

benefits in the following sections with simulations and a prototype230

device.231

Figure 4: convergence - should go down.

4 Implementation232

4.1 Software233

We implemented everything in MATLAB. For a 25 megapixel im-234

age, the algorithm takes 10 secs to converge in 500 iterations; we235

show convergence in Figure 4. We hand-tuned the parameters to236

λ1 = 0.001 and σ = 12.45. All source code and data will be made237

available (this addresses the reproducibility issue).238

4.2 Hardware239

We built a really cool prototype. Now list all the prototype parts and240

specific model numbers. The hardware should be fully reproducible241

from the information given here! You can see a photograph of the242

prototype in Figure 5.243

4.3 Calibration244

Describe in detail how you calibrated the hardware setup!245

4
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Figure 5: Show photo of prototype and label parts.

5 Assessment246

5.1 Analysis247

Evaluate all algorithmic or hardware parameters here.248

5.2 Interpretation249

Potentially analysis your decompositions, patterns, or whatever you250

do and try to make them intuitive. What does this complicated al-251

gorithm do intuitively?252

5.3 Results253

Show visually compelling results here. Make sure you show dif-254

ferent results, i.e. if you have multiple scenes make sure that every255

scene or result tells its own story!256

5.4 Comparison to Previous Work257

You need both qualitative and quantitative comparisons. The qual-258

itative comparison must be absolutely and unmistabably obvious!259

If it’s hard to see, zoom in and magnify what they are supposed to260

look at.261

Figure 6: Show some plot that shows that the effects of the param-
eters are.

6 Bells & Whistles262

Mandatory video to watch on youtube: shamwow (https://263

www.youtube.com/watch?v=QwRISkyV_B8).264

Now that we have focused on introducing method D, deriving a265

bunch of math, analyzing all the algorithmic parameters, compar-266

ing it to previous work, and showing a whole lot of really cool re-267

sults for the core thing that this paper is focused on, let us show268

you a bunch of extra stuff that you can also do with the proposed269

approach.270

Remember the shamwow video. This is basically a wiping cloth271

and for the past couple of minutes in the video clip (or the last 3272

sections of the paper), we have focused on the main application:273

wiping stuff off all possibly conceivable surfaces. But now we’ll274

show you a bunch of other stuff that you get for free! For example,275

you can use shamwow as a mop (wiping cloth with a stick) so you276

can clean your entire house, you can also use shamwow for wiping277

your cat or dog or your bird, you can clean your car, and finally,278

you can also use it as a diaper and as a blanket.279

Be concise in this section, because the paper is about the previous 3280

sections. Just write a few paragraphs and show the best results for281

each bell & whistle.282

7 Discussion283

In summary, we proposed a new thing, analyzed it in detail, showed284

a bunch of results, built a prototype, etc etc. Basically write a para-285

graph summarizing the paper. By now the reader may be asleep286

and they probably missed a couple of important details when they287

skimmed over the technical sections, so just briefly summarize ev-288

erything in one paragraph.289

Make sure to highlight all the benefits of your approach in this sum-290

mary! You can even write a second paragraph just discussing these.291

Limitations However, as with all methods, since there would292

never be any future papers in this area, our method also has lim-293

itations. First, our approach makes the following fundamental as-294

5
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Figure 7: Show results for multiple examples here. Each one should tell a different story!

Figure 8: This has to be absolutely obvious!

sumptions ... If these assumptions are not valid, as is the case in295

scenarios x, y, and z, then this method may not work. Second, our296

methods also fails in the following scenarios: ... An example of297

how it fails is shown in Figure 9.298

Now discuss a few possible strategies for overcoming these limita-299

tions here (or just integrate them into the previous paragraph so as300

to dismiss the limitations as easily fixable). But focus on possible301

methods to fix exactly what’s wrong with your current approach.302

Future Work In the future, we will actually fix all the things that303

currently don’t work. We would also like to apply the approach304

proposed here to the completely different problem of ... we believe305

this has a lot of promise. And we want to do a bunch of other stuff306

as well.307

8 Conclusion308

The conclusion is different from the discussion. In the discussion,309

we talked about what we did and what the benefits and limitations310

are. We talked about future work and tradeoffs that need to be made.311

The conclusion is different – write a paragraph that you want people312

to take away from this paper, placing it into the bigger context. No313

summary of what you’ve done or any details. Think about it as this314
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Figure 9: Failure case. Don’t just show that it fails here but how it
fails!

“now that we know all the things discussed in the paper, how will315

it (potentially) change common practice, how will it (potentially)316

enable new stuff? What is the bigger goal towards which this paper317

makes a significant step?”. So be concise and end on a big note that318

people will remember alluding to the bigger vision.319
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